7
Discussion of reading assignment

**STUDENT SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *The Anatomy of Preaching*, Chap. 7;
*Apologetic Preaching*, Chap. 6

8
Discussion of reading assignment

**STUDENT SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *The Anatomy of Preaching*, Chap. 8;
*Apologetic Preaching*, Chap. 7

9
Discussion of reading assignment

**STUDENT SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *The Anatomy of Preaching*, Chap. 9

10
Discussion of reading assignment

**STUDENT SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *The Anatomy of Preaching*, Chap. 10

— **NO CLASS! SPRING BREAK!**

11
Discussion of reading assignment

**Lecture:** *INTRODUCTION TO 1ST JOHN*
**VIDEO SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *The Anatomy of Preaching*, Chap. 11

12 **BEGIN STUDENT SERMONS - Round #2**
Discussion reading assignment

**VIDEO SERMONS:** (1 or 2)

**STUDENT SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *The Anatomy of Preaching*, Chap. 12

13
Discussion of reading assignment

**STUDENT SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *The Anatomy of Preaching*, Chap. 13
14
Discussion of reading assignment
STUDENT SERMONS:
Reading assignment: The Anatomy of Preaching, Chap. 14

15
Discussion of reading assignment
STUDENT SERMONS:
Reading assignment: The Anatomy of Preaching, Chap. 15

16 (Final Exam Period – ________)
STUDENT SERMONS: